The article offers a concise overview of Latin translation in children's literature over the past 150 years, considering both its historical legacy and its future prospects. While Latin education in the Anglo-American world witnessed a precipitous decline in the latter part of the twentieth century, the Latin translation of contemporary children's literature has comparatively spiked in production over the past twenty years, including recent translations of books by Dr. Seuss, J. K. Rowling, and Jeff Kinney. The analysis considers: 1) the reverse dynamic of translation into (instead of from) a classical language; 2) the ways in which these works not only potentially teach Latin language skills, but how they also make evident the cultural and commercial politics of translation; 3) the question of whether these works are translated primarily for children, or whether they are instead intended as accessible Latin primers/entertainment for adults; and 4) the process by which translation into Latin affirms the critical and/or popular canonicity of a number of major children's authors and texts.
W
hen I mentioned to colleagues that I was working on a project involving Latin translation and children's literature, most assumed it was regarding the translation of classical and medieval works into English for contemporary children-and expressed surprise (even confusion) when they were told otherwise. The other frequent reaction I received while carrying Latin translations of The Cat in the Hat and Winnie-the-Pooh in public was amusement-most often stemming from the odd visual juxtaposition of the popular field of children's literature with the intellectually elite subject of Latin.
In fact, there is a rich history over the past 150 years of translating modern children's literature into Latin, an odd reversal of translating contemporary works into a presumably dead language. As the Latin translation of children's literature in most of the world has been comparatively limited in production, this study will focus on Western Europe and America, with the hope that this may encourage further research into Latin translation and its relationship to children's literature and education in a global sense. In addition, I will consider how trends in Latin education in the English-speaking world have influenced the production of Latin translation in English children's literature. Finally, this analysis will consider the target readership and translational intent of these texts, and speculate on the future of Latin children's literature commercially, culturally, and educationally.
From its time as the lingua franca of the Roman Empire, Latin has retained a privileged status in Western scholarship and culture. While it would decline as a spoken/vernacular language leading up to the fall of Rome, it would long stand as the written language of educational, ecclesiastical, and political matters throughout the Middle Ages and into the Renaissance. With the establishment of the earliest universities in the eleventh century, Latin grammar became the most foundational subject of the trivium (which also included logic and rhetoric), with Latin or "grammar" schools designated to instruct young children in the basics of the language. Czech philosopher and theologian John Amos Comenius, considered by many the father of modern education, stressed a balanced and sensory approach to children's learning of Latin that combined traditional written grammar studies with oral vernacular and pictorial examples (Thut 233). His Orbis Sensualium Pictus, generally regarded as the first modern picturebook, was published in 1658 with the Latin and German texts alongside each other. (It was translated into a Latin-and-English text the following year by Charles Hoole.)
By the mid-nineteenth century, university instruction was gradually shifting from Latin to the vernacular in several Western nations, but familiarity with and childhood instruction in Latin was still near universal among the educated. Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, who would write Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (1865) and Through the Looking-Glass (1871), enjoyed an ongoing fascination with Latin and in fact owes his literary pseudonym to the language. Dodgson translated his middle and first names into Latin (Ludovicus and Carolus, respectively) and then anglicized them to create Lewis Carroll, perhaps the most internationally famous name in children's literature over the past century-and-a-half. Within weeks of the original publication of Through the Looking-Glass, there were several Latin translations made of Carroll's "Jabberwocky" poem, with numerous other translations to follow in the decades to come. The two most famous translations would ultimately be those of Carroll's paternal uncle, Hassard Dodgson ("Gaberbocchus" in 1872), and Augustus Vansittart, a noted Biblical scholar at Trinity College, Cambridge ("Mors Iabrochii" in 1881). Hassard Dodgson stands as a rarity in the Latin translation of children's literature-an individual with a primary interest in the latter subject instead of the former-while Vansittart's classical academic background would become the model for the field. Rather than liberalizing Latin translation, children's literature has generally demanded an even higher set of qualifications for such translation than many other forms of literature; consequently, in contrast to Lawrence Venuti's suggestion of the invisibility of the translator, the translators of Latin children's literature have tended to be highly prominent, and often critical conversation has focused as much on the individual translators as the translations themselves.
While Carroll's verse proved a consistent object of intrigue for classical scholars and translators, there were no full-length Latin translations produced of either Alice book in the nineteenth century, and only a narrow selection of adventure novels would be translated over the next fifty years in the United By the end of the 1920s, Latin enrollment exceeded all other foreign language enrollments combined in US secondary schools, and the frequent translations of a popular schoolboy story like Defoe's novel are indicative of the pedagogical intent of these texts. In the preface to his translation, Newman (the brother of Cardinal John Henry Newman) stresses, "No accuracy of reading small portions of Latin will ever be so effective as extensive reading; and to make extensive reading possible to the many, the style ought to be very easy and the matter attractive" (v). 1 The following three decades would be highlighted by a more international trend in Latin translation for children: Henry Maffacini's 1950 translation of the Italian Le avventure di Pinocchio (Pinoculus) was joined by no fewer than five separate translations of the German Der Struwwelpeter from 1934 to 1960. Meanwhile, the first International Conference for Living Latin (officially titled Congrès international pour le Latin vivant) took place in Avignon in 1956, stressing the practical usage of the language and its relevance to contemporary texts.
In the midst of the international Living Latin movement, Alexander Lenard's 1960 translation of A. A. Milne's Winnie-the-Pooh-Winnie Ille Pu-would prove to be a paradigmatic event in the history of Latin translation of children's literature. Lenard was a Hungarian-born refugee physician living in Brazil who spoke twelve languages and had done work in the Vatican library during World War II, and his translation would become an unexpected cultural and commercial phenomenon. Winnie Ille Pu would spend twenty weeks on the New York Times best seller list, and to this day remains the only Latin text ever to appear on that list. Its success was heralded by a flurry of high-profile critical reviews: The Christian Science Monitor declared, "Even Caesar never took a country as large as America in two months' time;" the New York Times called it "the greatest book a dead language has ever known;" and Time Magazine wryly termed it "a Latinist's delight, the very book that dozens of Americans, possibly even 50, have been waiting for" (McDowell) .
While the image on the front cover of Pooh as a Roman Centurion implies that this translation is in the classical Latin of the Roman Empire, Lenard is in fact culling from five centuries of Latin verse from the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. This is the case for most Latin translators of children's literature, as classical Latin verse generally does not rhyme and utilizes a quantity-based (rather than stress-based) prosody. With the gradual transition to medieval, ecclesiastical, and Renaissance Latin, verse in Latin would more closely reflect contemporary English poetic conventions, and the predominant influence of these later Latin periods is evident in many of the texts under analysis here. As a case in point, in translating Milne's nonsense poem, "Lines Written by a Bear of Very Little Brain," Lenard opens with the line "Dies ille, dies Lunae" (71)-an obvious allusion to the well-known thirteenth-century Latin hymn "Dies irae," with the opening line "Dies irae, dies illa" (There is here also the ironic gesture of aligning Milne's light-hearted verse with a medieval hymn whose title translates as "Day of Wrath").
The critical and commercial success of Winnie Ille Pu helped spur further production in the field, and it was followed in the next five years by nota- Oz [1987] ) represent the most prominent translations of English titles to emerge in the next thirty years, although none of these texts would generate significant publicity or sales. Instead, the majority of notable Latin translations of children's texts in this time period would be Franco-Belgian comics-including Hergé's Tintin, Jacques Martin's Alix, and René Goscinny's Asterix (the latter of which had twenty-five volumes translated by Carolus Rubricastellanus)-popular texts that also earned praise for their contributions to language learning.
After over three decades of relative public indifference, the 1998 initiation of the first large-scale publishing series of Latin children's translations would prove to be a paradigm-shifting event. The popularity of the source texts was a huge factor in their selection, with the aim of these translations being-in Bolchazy's words-"the responsible popularization of Latin." This offers an unusual application of Venuti's insistence that "the aim of translation is to bring back a cultural other as the same, the recognizable, even the familiar" (18). Unlike in many works of translation, where an unfamiliar foreign text is familiarized by a vernacular language, in the case of Latin translation it is often the language itself that represents the cultural other for the target reader. The efforts of Bolchazy-Carducci to popularize Latin through children's books have not been without complication. For example, when the Tunbergs decided to use "Invidiosulus" ("envious little wretch") as their translation of the word "Grinch," Dr. Seuss Enterprises would not grant permission unless the main character's original name was kept in the title, and the ensuing dispute held up production for six months. 2 In the end, the Tunbergs compromised with "Grinchus" while also keeping "Invidiosulus" on the front cover, and the resulting title translates somewhat bulkily as "How an envious little wretch, Grinch by name, stole the birthday of Christ" (Reardon 67).
3 Such negotiation applies usefully to Riitta Oittinen's emphasis that fidelity to the reader of the target text should supersede fidelity to the source text, but also to her observation that "the audiences of children's books may change in translation" (36). By the admission of both translator and publisher, Grinchus is a book that represents a highly challenging (if near impossible) read for small children. "We tried to create a fun Latin text," Terence Tunberg explains, but "the Latin is not baby Latin. The Latin is full-fledged Latin. It's not designed for beginning OMNE VETUS NOVUM EST ITERUM: THE DECLINE AND RISE OF LATIN TRANSLATION IN CHILDREN'S LITERATURE students" (Reardon 71) . Bolchazy, meanwhile, stresses that their linguistic commitment is to the classicists, and if given the choice they would not have these texts stocked in children's book sections. As such, the question emerges whether these books offer a dual address to adults and children, or rather, a single address to adults that is disguised as children's literature. To put it more plainly: if such texts are not being translated for children, do they cease to be children's literature? Despite their prominent results translating picturebooks to Latin, Bolchazy-Carducci ultimately turned down the opportunity to produce full-length translations of J. K. Rowling's Harry Potter series (Bolchazy). Instead, Bloomsbury would commission Peter Needham-a Latin and Greek instructor at Eton for over thirty years-to translate the first two texts in the series: Harrius Potter et Philosophi Lapis ) These translations have enjoyed the enthusiastic support of Rowling herself, an initial classics major at Exeter who liberally utilizes her earlier study in the original Harry Potter books-from an extended series of Latin spells to the Latin motto of Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry: "Draco Dormiens Nunquam Titillandus" ("Never Tickle a Sleeping Dragon"). As a result, despite its comparative bulk, the Harry Potter series often offers a clearer application of classical Latin linguistics than many of the previously mentioned translations. Needham's choice of "Harrius" as the translation of "Harry," for example, stems from the "Arrius" name used by the Roman poet Catullus in a first-century BC poem-a humorous elegiac couplet in which the subject (Arrius) insists on putting an "h" sound in front of words, contrary to classical Latin pronunciation. Figures 8 and 9) ; whereas Göte Klingberg touches on the challenges of the modernization of the classics (56-57), contemporary translation into Latin is in effect an effort to classicize the modern. Like the Latin translations before them, these works feature eminent and high-profile translators: Commentarii de Inepto Puero's translator, Monsignor Gallagher, notably served as the Papal Latin Secretary for the Vatican for eight years under both Pope Benedict XVI and Pope Francis. And like many of the Latin translations of children's literature that have preceded them, the general public's engagement is with a familiar text in an unfamiliar language. In an opening note of appreciation to Gallagher, Kinney writes that he hopes that this translation will "bring Diary of a Wimpy Kid to life in a way that will help people all over the world gain a deeper appreciation of this wonderful, and vital, language."
Despite such global aspirations, there remain a number of questions to consider when gauging the long-term prospects for the Latin translation of children's literature. According to Emer O'Sullivan, "Comparative children's literature questions the system of children's literature, its structure of communication and the economic, social, and cultural conditions that allow it to develop" (190) . With this in mind, one can reasonably ask whether bringing children into contact with Latin is equivalent to contact with other cultures, or whether it simply provides a glorified linguistic workbook. Slightly more cynical is the potential suggestion that Latin translation of children's literature is an unnecessary pedantic exercise, heavy on critical intrigue and low on practicality for children-in other words, that it is novelty literature instead of comparative literature. Or worse, that it is simply a joke to begin with, and that Lenard's Winnie Ille Pu is more akin to Frederick Crews's 2001 Postmodern Pooh-a humorous parody of academia and criticism-than to Milne's original Winnie-the-Pooh. Most extreme is the question of whether the current Latin translation of children's literature is actually an anti-comparative gesture, given that its source texts are generally well-established titles in English that have already proven commercially-profitable. Rather than diversifying the children's literature canon, does Latin translation simply reaffirm its existent borders?
OMNE VETUS NOVUM EST ITERUM: THE DECLINE AND RISE OF LATIN TRANSLATION IN CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
In spite of this, there are a number of equally compelling reasons to seriously contemplate and encourage the confluence of Latin and children's literature. To begin with, it offers a complex negotiation of the high/low and elite/popular dynamics that have historically separated Latin and children's literature; perhaps the humor that many find in such juxtaposition is simply indicative of the continuing intellectual and academic marginalization of children's literature. In addition, it is crucial to address the ways that Latin translation usefully complicates existing translation methods and objectives for children's literature, as Bolchazy's stated goal of the "responsible popularization" of language rather than text makes evident. Furthermore, even if these texts are geared towards adults, they may still be responsible for stoking an interest in children and for encouraging communal language learning within the family. If so, it is worth considering the cultural and intellectual mediation that Latin offers between adult and child readers, making the elite accessible and the mundane enjoyable for both potentially uninitiated age groups. Viewed in this manner, the contemporary rise of Latin translation in children's literature may herald a comparative rebirth of classical education and influence for all ages in the English-speaking world, suggesting the possibility of more widespread distribution of these texts as educational material. At its most dynamic, such mediation affirms the contemporary relevance of both Latin and children's literature-a language ostensibly situated in the past and a literature presumably oriented toward the future-with a translational overlap that is as potentially significant and productive as it is surprising. 
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